Finding the right person to translate English text into a language that is considered by some cultures as “forbidden” was a challenge. Once we identified the translator, she was unable to complete the work as she started to be persecuted due to her religious beliefs. Now she is now escaping within her own country to ensure she doesn’t get killed. It is a shame that these things are still happening even in the 21st century and especially because she is a woman. In an effort to protect the translator, we decided not to share her name publicly and to rely on the digital technologies that we have access to today to do the Pashto translation. We apologize if this translation is not perfect. --FRIDA CANO
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GAZELLE SAMIZAY

Amid a backdrop of the simple (aka: d’ Souleiky) or poetic (aka: Gazelle) landscape, the exhibition “Bilingering” (2021-2023) installation features photographs by Marc Walker.

Gazelle Samizay, portrait. © Saige Kristian.
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RE-HOMING INSTINCTS

Exhibition at Labkhand Olfatmanesh, portrait.
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IMAN PERSON

EARTH MEDICINE

Geophagy

It is re-learning the place, the family, the love of place, the love of the land, the connection, the family, the love of the land, the connection.

The body is always home.

EARTH MEDICINE

2014
Single Channel Video
Filmed in the Kaolin Mines of Sandersville, GA
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MÁRIA ADELA DÍAZ

“is a constant state of dislocation and desparation.”

Maria Adela Diaz, portrait. ©Bemily.Lang
mariadeladiaz.com
Frida Cano, retrato. © Mick Lorusso.
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Re-Homing Instincts
د فريدا كينو لخوا جور شوي
پروپیل گالری
د اپريل 22 - د جون 17, 2023

https://18thstreet.org/exhibitions/rehominginstincts/
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